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artisan (noun) Someone who creates crafts and works of art for profit 

artist-in-

residence 

 

(noun) Artists who lived at grand resort hotels for the summer 

months. They would produce works of art to sell to the hotel’s 

visitors.   

camp (noun) A location with temporary or simple shelters like tents 

or huts that became a popular choice of accommodation for 

tourists to New Hampshire in the 19th century  

boardinghouse (noun) A house that provides food and rooms for paying guests 

brochure (noun) A paper with attractive pictures and information about 

a topic 

carriage ride (noun) Going for a drive in a four-wheeled passenger vehicle 
pulled by horses 

carriage road (noun) A road wide enough for carriage that usually traveled to 
or through an attractive location 

cog railway (noun) A steep mountain railroad that has a center rail with 

teeth on the edge. The teeth are grabbed by a cogwheel under 

a train engine which prevents the train from slipping.  

commercial (adjective) Making or intending to make a profit  

freight (noun) Goods carried by train or truck  

grand resort 

hotels 

(noun) Large hotels where guests come to stay for an          

extended period of time and find dining and recreational      

experiences on-site  
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infrastructure (noun) Human-made features that help a society function,   

including railroads, bridges, and road systems  

landscape (noun) A view of an outdoor setting  

lean-to (noun) A structure that has three walls and a slanted roof 

leisure (noun) Using free time for enjoyment 

luxuries (noun) An expensive but unnecessary item that is nice to have 

notch (noun) A rugged pass through mountains  

pollute (verb) To put harmful or poisonous material into something 

rural (adjective) An area of land that is primarily used for farming, 

where there are no large towns or cities 

scenic (noun) Something that has impressive or beautiful views of  

nature 

souvenir (noun) An item purchased or collected to remember an        

experience  

stagecoach (noun) A horse-drawn passenger and mail coach running on a 

regular schedule between established stops  

stereoscope (noun) A tool for viewing photograph cards with two of the 

same image printed side-by-side. The lenses of a stereoscope 

allow the viewer to see the image in 3-D.  

summit (noun) The highest point of a mountain or hill 
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tavern (noun) A place where travelers can stop for a meal and,       

especially long ago, stay overnight  

timetable (noun) A schedule of departures and arrivals at stations along 

a route  

tourism (noun) Travel for recreation  

tragedy (noun) An event causing great sadness and suffering 

trolley line (noun) A set of rails on which a vehicle that uses electricity to 

move can travel 

turnpike (noun) A road built for heavy travel on which travelers pay a 

toll  

waterway (noun) A body of water that boats can travel on 


